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As we warned at the start of the
except double down on their biases
campaign, the liberal media distorted,
and keep attacking Trump.
smeared, and relentlessly attacked the
The MRC has documented, exposed,
conservative in the 2016 presidential
and neutralized this liberal media bias
race and did everything they could
through its divisions — News Analysis,
to protect and promote the leftist
NewsBusters, MRC Business, MRC
nominee.
Culture, CNSNews.com, MRCTV — and in
The media assault on Trump was
numerous radio and TV interviews of its
unprecedented, like nothing I’ve seen
experts. Let’s look at a few examples of
in the 30-year history of the MRC. They
the leftist press’ meltdown.
were first disdainful, later sure they’d
A few hours after Trump won, NBC’s
destroyed him. But
Richard Engel
as election night
remarked that
progressed, panic
“there were gasps
set in. You could
around the world”
see it in the liberal
and headlines such
journalists’ faces.
as “Trumpocalypse”
Their world and their
and “Disunited
credibility were
States.” He further
falling apart. Trump
fretted “there are
won, “bigly”.
deeper concerns
His historic
tonight that the
victory triggered
world’s shining light
hysteria in the
of democracy has
Donald Trump’s historic victory triggered
liberal media, a
gone dark.”
hysteria in the liberal media who were so
condition from which in the tank for Hillary Clinton they didn’t
Tom Friedman
know how to get out. Now they’re doubling
they have yet to
at
the
NYTs blared,
down on their bias, smearing Trump and his
recover. They can’t
“This
is
a moral
Cabinet as racist, fascist, the “apocalypse,”
and a “national emergency.”
control themselves;
9/11, only 9/11 was
they rant of
done to us from the
dictatorship, racism, a Fourth Reich.
outside and we did this to ourselves.”
Their “reporting” is so over the top it’s
MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell lectured
propagandistic, which reveals largely
that American civilization was on the
why a vast majority of Americans no
rise for 240 years but with Trump,
longer trust the media.
“we turned down. That’s what you’re
In shock over Trump, the liberal
feeling. That’s what the decline of
media can’t cope and they can’t admit
civilization feels like.”
their political myopia caused them to
City University journalism Prof. Jeff
get so much wrong in the 2016 race.
Jarvis moaned, “I fear that journalism
They were so in the tank for Clinton
is irredeemably broken, a failure. My
Continued on page 2
they now don’t know what to do,
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profession failed to inform the public about the fascist
they are electing.”
Slate’s Jamelle Bouie complained that Trump won
“a campaign of racism and bigotry,” a “push-back
against the advancement of African-Americans, of
Hispanics, of women, of Muslim Americans.”
Late Night’s Stephen Colbert was anxiety-ridden,
asking how “to avoid the apocalypse,” while The
Daily Show’s Trevor Noah confessed he was “officially
s--ting my pants.” HBO’s John Oliver, who had mocked
Trump for a year, screamed, “How the f--- did we get
here and what the f---do we do now?” They were
hysterical.

“For 240 years, American government and American civilization
has been steadily moving up, slowly but surely improving, rising
higher and higher and higher and then last night, we turned down.
That’s what you’re feeling. That’s what the decline of a civilization
feels like. The question tonight is how long will we decline,”

Disgraced journalist Dan Rather was melodramatic:
“History will demand to know which side were you
on” because the “very fundamentals of our beautiful
experiment in a pluralistic democracy” are in jeopardy.
“I feel the rip tide of regression once again
swelling under my feet,” he bemoaned. “But I intend
to remain standing.”
CNN’s Brian Stelter, a flaming liberal who
constantly tells his tiny audience there are no liberal
media, asked if Trump winning the Electoral College
but losing the popular vote constituted a “national
emergency.” Stelter referred to “national emergency”
again when smearing Trump adviser Steve Bannon as a
“white supremacist” and “anti-Semite.”
Politico’s Julia Ioffe — who has since been fired
for tweeting that Trump was f---ing his daughter
Ivanka — told Stelter that America is “on the verge
of something potentially awful” because Trump is the
“chaos-sower in chief.”
CNN’s Christine Amanpour warned, “journalism
and democracy are in mortal peril.” She also trashed
Trump-sters as people “angry enough to ignore the
wholesale vulgarity of language, the sexual predatory
behavior, the deep misogyny, the bigoted and insulting
views.” (Amanpour never reports on Bill Clinton’s
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“deep misogyny” and sexually predatory behavior.)
Like many of her colleagues, Amanpour blamed
“fake news,” in part, for Trump’s win. He “did a
savvy end run around us and used it [social media] to
go straight to the people,” she whined, and this was
combined with the “tsunami of fake news sites — a.k.a.
lies — that somehow people could not, would not,
recognize, fact check or disregard.”
President Obama and Hillary Clinton also blamed
“fake news,” as did CNN’s Stelter. “The evidence
indicates this is more of a problem on the right,
among some, not all, but some Trump supporters,” he
pronounced (citing no facts). “But I would suggest to
you that it starts at the top. After all, Trump himself
frequently misled voters during his campaign.”
Stelter then hit his panic button: “Are we moving
more into an authoritarian media climate, more like
Russia or China?”
When it comes to “fake news,” incidentally, the
liberal media never mention their “coverage” of a YouTube video causing Benghazi, “work place violence” at
Ft. Hood, “hands up, don’t shoot” in Ferguson, NBC’s
Brian Williams, “accept the election,” and “you can
keep your doctor,” among many other “news stories.”
The latest “fake news” from the New York Times,
L.A. Times, and Washington Post is that Trump wants
to build internment camps for U.S. Muslims like FDR
did for Japanese Americans during WWII.
Post-election, Rush Limbaugh said, “Trump won in
part because of the media’s hysterical deceit, their
hysterical partisanship, their hysterical abandonment
of what they claim are their own definitions of their
job. The media is
a front group for
Democrats like
The hysterical deceit and
environmentalists
partisanship is only going to
are a front group
get worse in 2017. The MRC,
for radical leftAmerica’s Media Watchdog,
ists.”
will be documenting, exposing,
That’s true,
and the hysterical
and neutralizing that bias 24/7.
deceit and
partisanship is
only going to get worse in 2017. The MRC, America’s
Media Watchdog, will be documenting, exposing, and
neutralizing that bias 24/7.
It is a brutal and never-ending battle against
the liberal media, which you can help us to fight by
making a donation to the MRC today. Join the cause!
Call us today (571-267-3500). We look forward to
speaking with you. Thank you.
		
Sincerely,
		
		

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President
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Under Castro, Cuba became an island
prison. An estimated 73,000 Cubans
were killed or died as a result of

Castro’s Marxist policies, tens of
thousands were cycled through

Cuba’s jails and mental wards . . .

Liberal Media Forever Praise

Communist Thug Fidel Castro
After Cuba’s Communist dictator Fidel Castro
died in November at age 90, the liberal media
gushed with favorable tributes and retrospectives.
This was no surprise, as the left-wing media have
been praising Castro since he seized power through
the barrel of a gun in 1959.
Under Castro, Cuba became an island prison.
An estimated 73,000 Cubans were killed or died
as a result of Castro’s Marxist policies, tens of
thousands were cycled through Cuba’s jails and
mental wards, and in 1962-63 the Soviets placed
nuclear missiles on the island — 90 miles from
Florida — and Castro urged a first strike against
America.
Despite all this, the liberal media relentlessly
glossed over the barbarity of Communist life in
Cuba, regularly praising Cuba’s health care and
education. Here are some of the more outlandish
quotes about Communist Cuba by the liberal media
over the years, which we’ve collected.
• “Everybody here seems agreed that Dr. Castro
is one of the most extraordinary figures ever
to appear on the Latin-American scene. He is
by any standards a man of destiny.” — NYT’s
Herbert L. Matthews, 1/18/59
• “There is, in Cuba, government intrusion into
everyone’s life, from the moment he is born
until the day he dies. The reasoning is that
the government wants to better the lives of
its citizens and keep them from exploiting or
hurting one another....On a sunny day in a park
in the old city of Havana it is difficult to see
anything that is sinister.” — NBC’s Ed Rabel,
2/88
• “Medical care was once for the privileged few.
Today it is available to every Cuban and it is
free. Some of Cuba’s health care is world class.
In heart disease, for example, in brain surgery.

Health and education are the revolution’s
great success stories.” — ABC’s Peter Jennings,
4/3/89
• In November 1993, CBS This Morning reporter
Giselle Fernandez spent three days in Cuba,
which she labeled “Fidel Castro’s playground.”
In three days of live reports, Fernandez devoted
exactly one sentence to Castro’s human rights
abuses.
• “To be a poor child in Cuba may in many
instances be better than being a poor child
in Miami and I’m not going to condemn their
lifestyle so gratuitously.” — Newsweek’s Eleanor
Clift, 4/8/2000
• “For Castro, freedom starts with education. And
if literacy alone were the yardstick, Cuba would
rank as one of the freest nations on Earth.” —
ABC’s Barbara Walters, 10/2002
• “Some Cubans enjoy comforts of communism.”
— AP’s Vanessa Arrington, 8/4/06
• “Even Castro’s critics praised his advances in
health care and in education.... Fidel Castro
was considered, even to this day, the George
Washington of his country among those who
remain in Cuba.” — ABC’s Jim Avila, 11/26/16
• “It’s still one of those nations where you see
donkey carts alongside cars, trucks and buses in
downtown Havana, because that’s exactly what
they’d rather have for transportation.”
— MSNBC’s Brian Williams, 11/26/16
• “It’s very easy to have a simplistic view, that
he was all awful for Cuba and the world, and
I just don’t think that’s accurate. I think that
the Cubans have a tremendous sense of pride
over his legacy, and I think that he will be
remembered fondly.” — FNC’s Geraldo Rivera,
11/26/16
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Bits & Pieces
Trump F#@$ Ivanka

The leftist media despise President-elect Donald Trump so
much they think it’s okay to say the president-elect is “is f---ing
his daughter.” Yes, Politico’s Julia Ioffe tweeted that on Dec.
14 after reports that Ivanka Trump would have an office in the
West Wing. “Either Trump is f---ing his daughter or he’s shirking
nepotism laws. Which is worse?” tweeted Ioffe.
As her perverted tweet went viral, Ioffe tried to back down,
tweeting anew, “I do regret my phrasing and apologize for it. It
Given rumors that Ivanka Trump might get an office in the
White House, Politico’s Julia Ioffe actually asked in a tweet
was a crass joke that I genuinely regret.” She tried again, “It
whether Donald Trump was f---ing his own daughter. Ioffe
was a tasteless, offensive tweet that I regret and have deleted.
was fired shortly thereafter, and The Atlantic announced it
I am truly and deeply sorry. It won’t happen again.” Too late.
was hiring her as a national security reporter.
Politico, to its credit, fired Ioffe that day.
But what makes a leftist “reporter” think they can write such filth? Imagine if Rush Limbaugh tweeted that
Barack Obama was f---ing his daughter Malia.

Charles ‘Alexander
Hamilton’ Pierce

Still enraged over Donald Trump’s win in a fair and
democratic election, Esquire’s flaming leftist Charles
Pierce called upon the Electoral College electors to bone
up on Alexander Hamilton and vote against Trump to save
the nation. “The situation is the most stark challenge to a
free people that has arisen in my lifetime,” Pierce fumed
on Dec. 10. “We are a month away from inaugurating a
manifestly unqualified and ethically unfit man as president
of the United States … and who now may very well be the
willing bobo for a foreign dictator.”
If enough electors say no to Trump, “as a strong and
functional constitutional republic, we would withstand
the lycanthropic yowling of the lunatic supporters of the
president-elect,” yawped Pierce. “The decision would then
go to Congress.”
In a parting
volley, Pierce
railed, “If we’re
going to have a
constitutional
crisis, damnit, we
should have one
according to the
Constitution.”
So much
Esquire’s left-wing scribbler Charles Pierce
for accepting
pleaded with the Electoral College to vote
against President-elect Trump and ignore the
the will of the
“lycanthropic yowling of [his] lunatic supporters.”
people.

ESPN: Crime Analysis
Although there is no evidence about who
broke into the home of N.Y. Giants’ fullback
Nikita Whitlock and drew swastikas and wrote
“Trump” on the walls, ESPN’s Max Kellerman
thought it was perfectly fine to blame the
president-elect
for the crime.
On ESPN2’s First
Take, Kellerman
railed, “The fact
of the matter is
that Donald Trump
was endorsed by
the Ku Klux Klan….
Citing no evidence, ESPN’s Max
And there was an
Kellerman strongly suggested
that Donald Trump was at fault
appeal to white
for the break-in at a football
nationalists….
player’s house.
This is not the
first time that something like this has happened
since the election and some reference to Trump
was made.”
Trump needs to publicly address these
crimes “every time” they happen, Kellerman
lectured. Co-host Stephen Smith then
declared that Trump must be “more active” in
condemning racism. Over at CBS Sports, Jared
Dubin whined that the Whitlock crime “is part
of a rising trend of hate crimes that have taken
place since the Nov. 8 presidential election.”
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‘No Abortions!’
ABC’s George Stephanopoulos regularly spews
liberal talking points on television, a practice
he also apparently repeats at home given his
14-year-old daughter’s outburst over Trump’s
election victory. As Stephanopoulos’s wife Ali
Wentworth explained on ABC’s The View, “I’ll
tell you a story I wasn’t planning on telling,
which might be the end of my marriage. But we
were watching the election — it just involves my
14-year-old getting upset about the election and
screaming, ‘No abortions!’ really loudly.
“I was like, ‘You haven’t kissed a boy yet so
don’t use that word so flippantly,’ but she meant
women’s rights.”
We wonder where she got these ideas.

The wife of ABC’s George Stephanopoulos brags that their
daughter threw a pro-abortion hissy fit after Trump’s
electoral victory.
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25 people killed and
49 wounded

Media Yawn at Church Bombing

A radical Muslim terrorist exploded a suicide bomb on
Sunday, Dec. 11 inside Cairo’s St. Peter and Paul’s Church,
which killed 25 people and wounded 49, but the morning
news shows on NBC and CNN didn’t mention it and CBS’s
Sunday Morning gave it one sentence of coverage. ABC’s
Good Morning America mentioned it in passing on Dec. 11
but did no follow-up reporting on Dec. 12.
Instead, on that Monday, Dec. 12, NBC’s Today devoted
4 minutes to author Sara Gruen and her large quantity
purchase of a popular children’s toy. Also, Good Morning
America set aside nearly a minute to cover President
Barack Obama and actor Bill Murray putting golf balls in the
Oval Office. And they complain about “fake news”?

n CNN’s very small Brian
Stelter whines, again,
about Donald Trump criticizing the press, “This is exactly what
authoritarians do. This is what strongmen do. This is what happens
in authoritarian regimes.” n NBC’s Morgan Radford laments the
death of Communist thug Fidel Castro, “Tears of sorrow and
cries of patriotism. Thousands lined the streets to greet the
caravan of Fidel Castro’s ashes. A final farewell to a leader with a
complicated legacy.” n Apparently sober, Rolling Stone’s Jesse
MSNBC’s Chris Matthews stutters post-election,
“People are scared. I’m still having a hard time getting
Berney, citing the popular vote, declares, “The majority [of
myself used to standing on this Earth right now. ...”
voters] rejected a near-sociopathic celebration of ignorance and
the least qualified person ever to become a major party’s nominee for president.” n MSNBC’s Chris Matthews
stutters post-election, “People are scared. I’m still having a hard time getting myself used to standing on this
Earth right now. This is a different Earth today than it was 24 hours ago. It’s different place. It just is different.”
n CBS’s Lesley Stahl, nearly crying, frets, “A lot of people are afraid. They’re really afraid. African Americans
think there’s a target on their back. Muslims are terrified.” n “Donald Trump will take his place now among
the racists who have lived in the White House,” claims socialist and MSNBC host Lawrence O’Donnell.
n Predictably, singer/songwriter Fiona Apple performed a revised version of “Chestnuts Roasting on an
Open Fire,” singing instead, “Trump’s nuts roasting on an open fire.”
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L. Brent Bozell III   and Tim Graham
December 13, 2016 • Nationally Syndicated Column

Whitewashing the Black President’s Legacy

A

s Barack Obama’s White House days run out, it’s
time for Obama’s obsequious courtiers in the liberal
media to announce his glorious “legacy.” On December
7, CNN devoted a two-hour prime special to the Obama
legacy, hosted by Fareed Zakaria, a journalist Obama had
invited to the White House so the president could soak in
his wisdom and expertise — in other words, so he could
flatter a journalist into giving him softball coverage.
Mission accomplished.
Just as it began nine years ago, Zakaria started by
celebrating the president’s race, the gauzy references to
Kenya and Kansas fusing into one glorious body. Forget
what he did. The first legacy was simply who he represented.
And for that, he’d been victimized. In CNN’s eyes,
Obama’s central crisis was the “fierce, unrelenting opposition” of Republicans and their latent racism. Obama
adviser David Axelrod claimed “It’s indisputable that there
was a ferocity to the opposition and a lack of respect to
him that was a function of race.” CNN pundit Van Jones
agreed: “I can’t name one thing that this Congress supported this president on in eight years!” The Left never
had the intellectual nuance (or the political decency) to
acknowledge one could oppose Obama because he’s a
socialist — period.
At show’s end, Zakaria concluded that “presidential
legacies also exist above and beyond laws and policies. We remember John F. Kennedy for energy, vitality,
elegance and intelligence that he brought to the White
House. And in that sense Obama has left an indelible
mark. He and his family occupied the White House with
dignity, grace, and good humor. He ran an administration
that was largely scandal-free and did it all the while under
a microscope. Because he looked different.”
At a time that the liberals are warning about the
democracy-gutting potential of “fake news,” there is no

faker news than the declaration that Obama’s time in
office was “largely scandal-free.” The two-hour special
had no mention of Benghazi or IRS harassment, and no
time for Solyndra or Fast & Furious. Some scandals — the
failure of Obamacare, the courting of Islamist Iran — were
cast as “signature achievements.”
How this network still includes the word “news” in the
title is beyond us.
Most spectacularly, Zakaria didn’t utter one word
about the national debt. It almost doubled from $10
trillion to an inconceivable $19 trillion in just eight years.
Obama fans complain that it’s not all Obama’s fault, but
CNN and Zakaria didn’t think that’s a “legacy,” or at least
as much a legacy as...Obama holding a “beer summit” for
Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates.
The dourest note that Zakaria hit in the two hours was
— you guessed it — that troublesome Donald Trump. He
may erase much of what Obama thinks is his enormous
legacy. Zakaria admitted Obamacare has “problems,”
but so what? Zakaria is so pro-Obama it doesn’t matter if
it’s actually a complete failure. “I would argue that even
if Trump finds a way to repeal and replace it, it remains a
historic achievement. Obama did what seven presidents
failed to do. He made health care a fundamental right. It
is the signature achievement of a consequential president.”
This is socialist logic. Enshrining a “right to health
care” never guarantees comprehensive health care. Ask
the people of Castro’s Cuba. Hillary Clinton lost in part because working-class people couldn’t afford — and didn’t
want — Obamacare. That is his legacy, too.
Conservatives will define Trump’s success by measuring how many of Obama’s failed policies are reversed,
and whether untrammeled federal government overreach
is slowed in any way. We can count on CNN to oppose that
agenda every step of the way.

Does your employer have a matching gift program?
Your gift could double today!
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MRC in the News

MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRC CULTURE • MRC BUSINESS • MRCTV.ORG

The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories
of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, in magazines,
books, and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the
major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
FBN:

FNC:

After the Bell, Nov. 16, 21, Dec. 7
Cavuto Coast to Coast, Nov. 16, 21, Dec. 2, 14
Risk & Reward, Nov. 16, 24, Dec. 2
Intelligence Report, Nov. 22, 28, Dec. 2, 5, 9, 19
Varney & Co, Nov. 29, Dec. 6, 13, 14

Special Report, Dec. 20
Your World w/Neil Cavuto, Dec. 2
BLAZE:
The Dana Show, Nov. 29, Dec. 13
CBN:
The 700 Club, Dec. 15
Newsmax TV
Steve Malzberg Show, Nov. 16, Dec. 2
OANN
Daily Ledger, Nov. 17, 24, Dec. 1, 8

~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio
AFA, Focal Point, Nov. 14, Dec. 2, 5, 12
Alan Nathan Show, Nov. 18, 22, 24, 28, Dec. 1, 5, 13, 15
American Family Radio, Nov. 28, Dec. 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16
Drew Mariani Show, Dec. 1, 8
EWTN Radio, Dec. 5
Florida Live with Dan Maduri, Dec. 15
Lars Larson, Nov. 30, Dec. 8, 13, 14
Live Action News, Dec. 1, 5, 6
Mark Levin Show, Nov. 18, Dec. 14
Politifact, Dec. 7
Rusty Humphries Show, Dec. 5, 8, 15
Rush Limbaugh Show Nov. 17, Dec. 2, 8, 12, 14, 15,
Sean Hannity Show, Nov. 16, 17, Dec. 8, 14
SiriusXM: Breitbart News Daily, Nov. 18
The Phil Valentine Show, Dec. 14
Tim Constantine’s Capitol Hill Show, Nov. 29, Dec. 20
The New American, Dec. 4
The Phil Valentine Show, Dec. 14
Tim Constantine’s Capitol Hill Show, Nov. 29, Dec. 20
KIRO, Seattle, WA, Dec. 7, 15
KLPW, St. Louis, MO, Dec. 21
KNTH, Houston, TX, Dec. 1, 5, 8, 12, 15
KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Dec. 7, 16
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Dec. 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16
KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO, Dec. 8, 12, 15
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 14, 21, 28, Dec. 5, 12
WNRR, Augusta, GA, Nov. 16, 23, Dec. 7, 14
WROK, Aurora, IL, Nov. 15, 22, 29, Dec. 6, 13
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Dec. 2, 9, 16

~ PARTIAL LISTING

The Media Research Center
participates in the Combined Federal
Campaign (CFC).
MRC’s CFC number is 12489.

On FNC’s Your World w/ Neil Cavuto, Brent
Bozell said liberal reporters would have
fainted in awe if Obama had saved the
Carrier jobs in Indiana that Trump saved.

Print
Investor’s Business Daily, Nov. 25, 30, Dec. 7
South Florida Times, Dec. 15
The New York Post, Dec. 16
The New York Times, Nov. 28, Dec. 1
The Wall Street Journal, Dec. 9, 12, 14
The Washington Post, Nov. 28, 29
The Washington Times, Nov. 28, Dec. 4, 8, 14
Washington Examiner, Dec. 5, 6, 12, 16

On Fox’s Special Report, Brent Bozell blasted
the liberal media for claiming their motives
are anything but well-intentioned.

~ PARTIAL LISTING

Internet & Twitter
ABC News, Nov. 30
BizPac Review, Nov. 10, Dec. 4, 5
Breitbart News, Nov. 28, 29, Dec. 5, 9, 11, 21
Christian Today, Dec. 16
Daily Caller, Nov. 22, Dec. 12
Daily Signal, Nov. 29, Dec. 1
Drudge Report, Nov. 16, 29, Dec. 13, 14,
Fox Nation, Nov. 16, 28, Dec. 2, 4, 7, 8, 13
Fox News, Nov. 24, Dec. 2, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 16
Gospel Herald, Dec. 12
Life News, Nov. 29, 30, Dec. 1, 7, 8, 14
LifeSite News, Nov. 17, 29, 30, Dec. 12, 15
LifeZette, Nov. 24, 28, Dec. 5, 9, 14, 15, 16
National Right to Life News, Dec. 2, 5, 13
Newsmax, Nov. 15, 17, Dec. 2, 13
One News Now, Nov. 29, Dec. 1, 6, 9, 12, 15
Patriot Post, Dec. 9
PJ Media, Dec. 8, 10
RedState, Dec. 2
Sarasota Herald-Tribune, Nov. 26, Dec. 8, 14
The Blaze, Nov. 15, 26, 29, Dec. 5, 14
Townhall, Nov. 17, 22, Dec. 1, 15, 20, 22
Washington Free Beacon, Dec. 13
Washington Watch, Nov. 18, 30
World Net Daily, Nov. 30, Dec. 13, 15
Yahoo News, Nov. 29, Dec. 9, 13
@alliancedefends, 23.7K followers, Dec. 13
@archbishopkurtz, 17.8K followers, Nov. 14
@club4growth, 28.6K followers, Dec. 15
@drudge_report, 1.1M followers, Dec. 12, 13
@energybrief, 16.5K followers, Dec. 5, 8
@foxnation, 281K followers, Dec. 13
@frcdc, 24.6K followers, Dec. 5
@harmsreport, 2.7K followers, Nov. 18, Dec. 5
@jamesrosenFNC, 151K followers, Dec. 20
@judicialnetwork, 2.7K followers, Dec. 9
@judicialwatch, 372K followers, Dec. 16
@lamarsmithtx21, 17.4K followers, Dec. 7
@newadvent, 47.5K followers, Dec. 8
@repdianeblack, 15.4K followers, Dec. 16
@repgoodlatte, 23K followers, Dec. 9
@royblunt, 47K followers, Dec. 7
@senmikelee, 263K followers, Dec. 8
@stevedeaceshow, 37.9K followers, Dec. 12
@students4lifehq, 24.3K followers, Nov. 14

~ PARTIAL LISTING

On Varney & Co., Brent Bozell criticized
The Washington Post’s naked partisanship,
denouncing the paper as “militantly antiTrump.”

On Fox’s After the Bell, NewsBusters Editor
Tim Graham exposes the liberal media
hypocrisy for criticizing Donald Trump’s
attacks on the leftist media but applauding
President Obama’s attacks on conservative
media outlets such as the Rush Limbaugh
Show and Fox News.

On Fox’s Intelligence Report, Brent Bozell
details how the liberal media are using the
label “fake news” to target conservative
organizations and get them censored on
social media sites.
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(or state a percentage) of the rest,
residue, and remainder of my estate,
both real and personal, to be used for
its general support (or for the support
of a specific fund or program).

MARLENE H.
the MRC’s
mission.
Retired, taught
English
(9-12) for 34 years in
Wisconsin
high schools.
For
more information,
contact Thom Golab at
(571) 267-3500 or
email: tgolab@mrc.org.
The MRC requests
that you consult with
your tax consultant or
advisor before making
any tax-related financial
decisions.

Naming the Media Research Center
as a beneficiary of a specific amount
from your estate is easy:
I give and devise to the Media
Research Center (Tax ID #541429009), located in Reston, VA,
the sum of $______________
(or asset) to be used for its general
support (or for the support of a
specific fund or program).

Co-sponsored by
Susan B. Anthony List

Caribbean Cruise 2017
Brent Bozell

Lt. Gen. Jerry Boykin,
USA, Ret.

Marjorie Dannenfel
ser

C ome Join Us!

FEBRUARY 19-26

Stephen Moore

www.MRCCRUISE.com

Cal Thomas

LTC Allen West,
USA, Ret.

1-800-707-1634
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